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DePaul School of Law, an M.A. in legislative affairs and health policy from
George Washington University, and her
B.A. from Valparaiso University.
Kim has long been recognized nationally as an expert in healthcare compliance and fraud and abuse issues, but in
2016, that recognition culminated in
her receiving the Healthcare Compliance and Ethics Professional of the
Year award from the Society for Corporate Compliance and Ethics and the
Health Care Compliance Association.
While I am sure to speak for all of
my staff and fellow Senators when I
say that we will miss Kim, I think I
can also say, with confidence, that we
have the greatest faith in Kim. Yes, we
will probably have strikes due to the
absence of Kim’s baked goods, and yes,
our oversight and Medicaid efforts will
not be the same without Kim, but this
is important work we are all engaged
in, and it would be wrong to bar our
great country from the service of this
wonderful and highly talented friend of
mine.
Before I conclude, though, I would
like to harken back to one of my favorite stories about Kim.
It was in the wake of the Lois Lerner
debacle. Kim and her team spent more
than a dozen months hashing out a
highly detailed and important investigation that revealed quite a bit more
than what we were initially expecting.
In the end, Kim and her team interviewed more than 32 current and
former IRS and Treasury employees
and reviewed nearly 1.5 million pages
of documents. The fruit of their labor
was a staggering and included a fourpart treatise on the IRS’s processing of
501(c)(3) and 501(c)(4) applications for
tax-exempt status. There were thousands of pages of appendices and hundreds of pages of report text.
Before the report was finalized, however, I wanted to be sure I had read
every word. Aside from the hefty
amount of reading, it also created
problems because the text included
confidential taxpayer information and
only those with clearance could enter
my office while I reviewed the text.
Kim’s humor, wit, and zealous optimism kept me alert and motivated
throughout the investigation of those
hundreds of pages, and while I have always cherished Kim’s famous cookies,
they never tasted better than they did
then.
Now, I had always appreciated Kim,
but in this instance, her commitment
to detail and integrity really struck
me. To ensure that the product coming
out of the committee was a complete
and accurate one, she went back to the
IRS to confirm that the committee had
all relevant documents. Only then did
we discover the thousands of pages of
missing emails which would become a
critical part of the investigation. If it
weren’t for Kim’s hard work and intellectual rigor, we would have never discovered this fact, and throughout the
investigation, which was often heated
and impassioned on both sides of the
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aisle, Kim was fair, honest, and worked
hard to keep the inquiry bipartisan,
something no other committee in Congress could do.
This and many other incredible
memories of Kim will be with me forever, and words can’t quite say how
truly grateful I am to have Kim help
me make all those memories these past
several years.
Our work in the Nation’s Capital can
get ugly sometimes. It can be partisan.
We often wonder whether we can still
get good people to go into public service, but then we are reminded that
there are good people in this town who
repeatedly answer the call to public
service. Kim Brandt is one of these—
and she is one of the best. The Finance
Committee, the Senate, CMS, and, in
honesty, the United States of America
is lucky to have her in these roles, and
we thank her for her hard work.
I am going to miss you, Kim.
I want to wish Kim, her beloved pup
Sherlock, and her family all of the
best. I feel no need to hesitate when I
say that we are all proud of you and
will miss you dearly.
Thank you.
f

CYSTINURIA AWARENESS DAY
Mrs. SHAHEEN. Mr. President, I
wish to recognize June 24 as Cystinuria
Awareness Day and to offer my support
to the International Cystinuria Foundation as the organization continues
its excellent work promoting knowledge of this disease within the research
and medical communities, as well as
providing resources for those affected
by cystinuria.
Cystinuria is an inherited disease
characterized by high concentrations
of the amino acid cysteine in the urine,
leading to the formation of cysteine
stones in the kidneys and urinary
tract. It is a rare disease that affects
roughly 1 in every 7,000 people, including an estimated 130 Granite Staters.
Cystinuria is a painful and often debilitating condition. Those who suffer
from it can experience kidney stones as
frequently as daily, causing many to
lose weeks of work each year. Many
sufferers use prescription painkillers to
cope with the disease, and tragically,
some develop substance use disorders.
Cystinuria does not discriminate, affecting people of all genders, races,
ethnicities, and ages. There is not yet
a cure, and the disease is frequently
misdiagnosed. I sincerely hope that
this day of awareness will help in advancing research into the causes of the
disease as well as possible therapies
and cures. Because cystinuria is a rare
disease, there is an acute need for more
aggressive research, including at the
National Institutes of Health. In addition to supporting important funding
for research, we can also do our part by
also advocating for awareness for the
disease. Fortunately, the Affordable
Care
Act
protects
those
with
cystinuria and other preexisting conditions from discrimination by health insurance companies.
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Cystinuria Awareness Day is a valuable opportunity for Americans to
learn about this condition and offer
support to those living with it. I am
grateful
to
the
International
Cystinuria Foundation for its commitment to raising awareness of the disease, advocating for research, and providing support for those suffering from
cystinuria.
f

MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE
At 7:26 p.m., a message from the
House of Representatives, delivered by
Mr. Novotny, one of its reading clerks,
announced that the House has passed
the following bill, in which it requests
the concurrence of the Senate:
H.R. 3298. An act to authorize the Capitol
Police Board to make payments from the
United States Capitol Police Memorial Fund
to employees of the United States Capitol
Police who have sustained serious line-ofduty injuries, and for other purposes.
f

MEASURES REFERRED
The following bill was read the first
and the second times by unanimous
consent, and referred as indicated:
H.R. 3298. An act to authorize the Capitol
Police Board to make payments from the
United States Capitol Police Memorial Fund
to employees of the United States Capitol
Police who have sustained serious line-ofduty injuries, and for other purposes; to the
Committee on Rules and Administration.
f

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES
The following reports of committees
were submitted:
By Mr. JOHNSON, from the Committee on
Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs, with an amendment in the nature of a
substitute:
S. 595. A bill to provide U.S. Customs and
Border Protection with additional flexibility
to expedite the hiring process for applicants
for law enforcement positions, and for other
purposes (Rept. No. 115–133).
By Mr. JOHNSON, from the Committee on
Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs, with amendments:
S. 760. A bill to expand the Government’s
use and administration of data to facilitate
transparency, effective governance, and innovation, and for other purposes (Rept. No.
115–134).
By Mr. THUNE, from the Committee on
Commerce, Science, and Transportation,
without amendment:
S. 756. A bill to reauthorize and amend the
Marine Debris Act to promote international
action to reduce marine debris, and for other
purposes (Rept. No. 115–135).
By Mr. THUNE, from the Committee on
Commerce, Science, and Transportation,
with an amendment in the nature of a substitute:
S. 1096. A bill to amend and enhance certain maritime programs of the Department
of Transportation, and for other purposes
(Rept. No. 115–136).
f

INTRODUCTION OF BILLS AND
JOINT RESOLUTIONS
The following bills and joint resolutions were introduced, read the first
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